EURACT:
really, what do you like to be ?
Francesco’s interventations on EURACT future in the years

- Euract’s reflections plans
  - Membership
  - EURACT advertising
  - Turku one-slide
  - Benefits for EURACT
- New Bylaws and roles
  - E.B. and Council
  - Malta reflections
now

• EURACT should focus on improving GP-training and education in Europe – and the main focus should be on helping CM and also not be on our members only
  • EURACT as a “political think tank”. Further development of this idea is crucial key-point for the EURACT future.
  • To think in large, we’d need a critical mass people

• EURACT becomes the "Educational Committee for Family Medicine in Europe".
• EURACT needs to use in some way its legal body status to keep this.
Also Matteo is thinking about...
“euract” he says 😊